Genuine leather book case for iPhone 12/12 Pro
SKU: TEBKLEATIP12MK

Genuine leather book case with stand function, magnetic closure and credit card holder for iPhone 12/12
Pro, black colour
This genuine leather book case wraps around your iPhone 12/12 Pro to protect it from minor shocks and external hazards.
Dress up your device in a sophisticated accessory: the fabric cover for this case is so pleasing to the touch. You will immediately feel a delightful
warmth and an unrivalled softness in your hands.
In addition to the tactile sensations, this case is totally practical: thanks to the magnetic closure the touch screen of your iPhone 12/12 Pro is fully
protected. All that's needed is a simple movement to open the book case and access all the features of your smartphone.
Your credit card and your documents will always be safe thanks to the practical internal compartments. In addition, thanks to the camera aperture,
you can take photos without removing your smartphone from this elegant case.
The base of the case converts into a practical stand: relaxing with your favourite videos has never been so simple.
Features:
Book case in real leather
Protects the entire surface of the display
Magnetic closing system
Credit card holder
Rear aperture for camera and flash
Stand function

Genuine leather book case for iPhone 12/12 Pro
SKU: TEBKLEATIP12MK

Technical data
Color: black
EAN: 8018417309823
SKU: TEBKLEATIP12MK
Compatibility Group: apple_iphone_12_max_12_pro
Closure: Magnetic
Type: Book case
Material: In genuine leather
Other features: Stand function
Finishing/Feature: Holder pocket card, Hole for digital camera, In genuine leather

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 20 mm
Width Pack: 100 mm
Depth Inner: 150 mm
Height Pack: 200 mm
Weight Pack: 141 g
Width Inner: 110 mm
Amount Inner: 6
Depth Master: 470 mm
Height Inner: 220 mm
Weight Inner: 875 g
Width Master: 320 mm
Amount Master: 72
Height Master: 350 mm
Weight Master: 11195 g
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